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In this ground-breaking and much-needed book, Stellan Vinthagen provides the first major systematic attempt to develop a theory
of nonviolent action since Gene Sharp's seminal The Politics of Nonviolent Action in 1973. Employing a rich collection of historical
and contemporary social movements from various parts of the world as examples - from the civil rights movement in America to
anti-Apartheid protestors in South Africa to Gandhi and his followers in India - and addressing core theoretical issues concerning
nonviolent action in an innovative, penetrating way, Vinthagen argues for a repertoire of nonviolence that combines resistance and
construction. Contrary to earlier research, this repertoire - consisting of dialogue facilitation, normative regulation, power breaking
and utopian enactment - is shown to be both multidimensional and contradictory, creating difficult contradictions within
nonviolence, while simultaneously providing its creative and transformative force. An important contribution in the field, A Theory
of Nonviolent Action is essential for anyone involved with nonviolent action who wants to think about what they are doing.
Originally published in 1991. This book presents the results of an interdisciplinary study of the press coverage of ethnic affairs.
Examples are drawn mainly from British and Dutch newspapers, but data from other countries are also reviewed. Besides
providing the reader with a thorough content analysis of the material, the book is the first to introduce a detailed discourse
analytical approach to the study of the ways in which ethnic minorities are portrayed in the press. The approach focuses on the
topics, overall news report schemata, local meanings, style and rhetoric of news reports. Highly original, accomplished and
penetrating, the book is the fruit of a decade of research into the question of racism and the press, important for ethnic studies,
mass communication and media studies, sociology and linguistics.
Nordic countries are generally regarded as global welfare role models in terms of their image of being gender equal, child-friendly
and culturally tolerant. By focusing on the vital welfare issue of violence by men to female partners and/or their children, this book
seeks to reconsider this over-simplistic image.
Long before the tragic events of September 11, 2001, Islamic fundamentalism was exerting a significant influence in nearly every
corner of the world. Bassam Tibi, a widely recognized expert on Islam and Arab culture, offers an important and disquieting
analysis of this particular synthesis of religion and politics. A Muslim and descendant of a famous Damascene Islamic scholar
family, Tibi sees Islamic fundamentalism as the result of Islam's confrontation with modernity and not only--as it is widely
believed--economic adversity. The movement is unprecedented in Islamic history and parallels the inability of Islamic nation-states
to integrate into the new world secular order. For this updated edition, Tibi has written a new preface and lengthy introduction
addressing Islamic fundamentalism in light of and since September 11.
Political Islam and the New World Disorder
Die Klassengesellschaft Im Schmelztiegel
European Rules for Juvenile Offenders Subject to Sanctions Or Measures
The Devil's Handwriting
Neuropsychotherapy
The Social Roots of School Shootings
Causes, Consequences, Management
An international manual is like a world cruise: a once-in-a-lifetime experience. All the more reason to
consider carefully whether it is necessary. This can hardly be the case if previous research in the
selected field has already been the subject of an earlier review-or even several competing surveys. On
the other hand, more thorough study is necessary if the intensity and scope of research are increasing
without comprehensive assessments. That was the situation in Western societies when work began on this
project in the summer of 1998. It was then, too, that the challenges emerged: any manual, espe cially an
international one, is a very special type of text, which is anything but routine. It calls for a special
effort: the "state of the art" has to be documented for selected subject areas, and its presentation
made as compelling as possible. The editors were delighted, therefore, by the cooperation and commitment
shown by the eighty-one contributors from ten countries who were recruited to write on the sixty-two
different topics, by the con structive way in which any requests for changes were dealt with, and by the
patient re sponse to our many queries. This volume is the result of a long process. It began with the
first drafts outlining the structure of the work, which were submitted to various distinguished
colleagues. Friedheim Neidhardt of Berlin, Gertrud Nunner-Winkler of Munich, and Roland Eckert of Trier,
to name only a few, supplied valuable comments at this stage.
Germany’s overseas colonial empire was relatively short lived, lasting from 1884 to 1918. During this
period, dramatically different policies were enacted in the colonies: in Southwest Africa, German troops
carried out a brutal slaughter of the Herero people; in Samoa, authorities pursued a paternalistic
defense of native culture; in Qingdao, China, policy veered between harsh racism and cultural exchange.
Why did the same colonizing power act in such differing ways? In The Devil’s Handwriting, George
Steinmetz tackles this question through a brilliant cross-cultural analysis of German colonialism,
leading to a new conceptualization of the colonial state and postcolonial theory. Steinmetz uncovers the
roots of colonial behavior in precolonial European ethnographies, where the Hereros were portrayed as
cruel and inhuman, the Samoans were idealized as “noble savages,” and depictions of Chinese culture were
mixed. The effects of status competition among colonial officials, colonizers’ identification with their
subjects, and the different strategies of cooperation and resistance offered by the colonized are also
scrutinized in this deeply nuanced and ambitious comparative history.
In this book Marc Howard Ross develops a broad theoretical explanation for cross-cultural differences in
conflict, claiming that both social structural interests and psychocultural dispositions must be taken
into account to explain why some societies are especially prone to conflict and others are more
peaceful.
Das Buch will Pädagogen helfen, sich in Lerngruppen gegenseitig zu trainieren und sich im Hinblick auf
den Umgang mit Gewaltverhalten von Jugendlichen innerhalbder pädagogischen Praxis zu qualifizieren. Nach
einer theoretischen Auseinandersetzung mit Grundbegriffen und Erklärungsansätzen folgt ein
Trainingsgerüst mit Beschreibungen möglicher Maßnahmen, Rollenspielen und Übungen sowie
Auswertungshinweisen für den Leiter der Lerngruppe. Das Trainingsbuch versteht sich als Ergänzung zu dem
Bericht über die Methoden von Anti-Aggressivitäts-Trainingsprogrammen und über die Umsetzungserfahrungen
in verschiedenen Bereichen (ID 21/98, zur 2. Auflage vgl. ID 47/00). - Für Lehrer und Sozialpädagogen.
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A Theory of Nonviolent Action
States of Imagination
The Influenza of 1918
Dissolution
Ethnographic Explorations of the Postcolonial State
InterAACtion
Deeskalations- und Mediationstraining / Judy Korn ; Thomas Mücke

This open access volume provides insight into how organizations change through the adoption of
digital technologies. Opportunities and challenges for individuals as well as the organization
are addressed. It features four major themes: 1. Current research exploring the theoretical
underpinnings of digital transformation of organizations. 2. Insights into available digital
technologies as well as organizational requirements for technology adoption. 3. Issues and
challenges for designing and implementing digital transformation in learning organizations. 4.
Case studies, empirical research findings, and examples from organizations which successfully
adopted digital workplace learning.
Neuropsychotherapy is intended to inspire further development and continual empirical updating
of consistency theory. It is essential for psychotherapists, psychotherapy researchers, clinical
psychologists, psychiatrists, neuroscientists, and mental-health professionals. Profoundly
important and innovative, this volume provides necessary know-how for professionals as it
connects the findings of modern neuroscience to the insights of psychotherapy. Throughout the
book, a new picture unfolds of the empirical grounds of effective psychotherapeutic work. Author
Klaus Grawe articulates a comprehensive model of psychological functioning-consistency theoryand bridges the gap between the neurosciences and the understanding of psychological disorders
and their treatment. Neuropsychotherapy illustrates that psychotherapy can be even more
effective when it is grounded in a neuroscientific approach. Cutting across disciplines that are
characteristically disparate, the book identifies the neural foundations of various disorders,
suggests specific psychotherapeutic conclusions, and makes neuroscientific knowledge more
accessible to psychotherapists. The book's discussion of consistency theory reveals the model is
firmly connected to other psychological theoretical approaches, from control theory to cognitivebehavioral models to basic need theories.
Education institutions and organizations throughout the world are currently being held
accountable for achieving and maintaining historically unmatched standards of academic quality
and performance. Accreditation bodies; policy makers; boards of trustees; and teacher, parent,
and student groups all place educational institutions and organizations under unprecedented
accountability pressures. The aim of this volume is to explore and better understand how these
pressures are impacting a broad range of social and cultural issues and, subsequently, how these
issues impact student motivation and learning.
This book explores how our conceptions of human security in the latter half of the 20th century,
analyzing the debate about how best to promote and advance human security as we enter the new
millennium.
Theories of International Relations
How the Neurosciences Inform Effective Psychotherapy
Interpretation: A Bible Commentary for Teaching and Preaching
The Crisis of Communism and the End of East Germany
Cyber Bullying
An Exploration of Satyagraha. Theoretical Background
Capital Punishment and the Late Liberal State
What is the 'state' and how can we best study it? This book investigates new ways of analysing the state.The contributors
argue that the state is not a fixed and definite object. Our perceptions of it are constantly changing, and differ from person to
person. What is your idea of the state if you are a refugee? Or if you are living in post-aparteid South Africa? Our perceptions
are formed and sustained by evolving discourses and techniques -- these come from institutions such as government, but are
also made by communities and individuals. The contributors examine how state structures are viewed from the inside, by
official state bodies, composed of bureaucrats and politicians; and how these state manifestations are supported, reproduced
or transformed at a local level. An outline of theoretical approaches is followed by nine case studies ranging from South Africa
to Peru to Norway. With a good range of contributors including Cris Shore, Clifton Crais, Ana Alonso and Bruce Kapferer, this is
a comprehensive critical analysis of anthropological approaches to the study of state formation.
DIVDiscusses the dilemmas of the relationship between the liberal state and capital punishment /div
This unique new resource explores the views of dozens of leading exper ts in the addictions field. It combines current theory
and innovative practice for treating and preventing a broad spectrum of addictive beh aviors, including alcohol abuse, drug
abuse, tobacco abuse, eating dis orders and gambling. Using a family-centered approach, Addictions offe rs in-depth coverage
of exciting new ideas and strategies currently be ing used in practice.
In the last decade, school shootings have decimated communities and terrified parents, teachers, and children in even the
most “family friendly” American towns and suburbs. These tragedies appear to be the spontaneous acts of disconnected teens,
but this important book argues that the roots of violence are deeply entwined in the communities themselves. Rampage
challenges the “loner theory” of school violence and shows why so many adults and students miss the warning signs that could
prevent it.
Madness in the Multitude
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Exodus
Tackling Men's Violence in Families
How Civil Resistance Works
Exploring Shinto
Precoloniality and the German Colonial State in Qingdao, Samoa, and Southwest Africa
Franco-Russian Relations 1875-1890
In an attempt to discover some of the underlying origins of World War I, the eminent diplomat and writer
George Kennan focuses on a small sector of offstage events to show how they affected the drama at large
long before the war even began. In the introduction to his book George Kennan tells us, "I came to see
World War I . . . as the great seminal catastrophe of this century--the event which . . . lay at the
heart of the failure and decline of this Western civilization." But, he asks, who could help being
struck by the contrast between this apocalyptic result and the "delirious euphoria" of the crowds on the
streets of Europe at the outbreak of war in 1914! "Were we not," he suggests, "in the face of some
monstrous miscalculation--some pervasive failure to read correctly the outward indicators of one's own
situation?" It is from this perspective that Mr. Kennan launches a "micro-history" of the Franco-Russian
relationship as far back as the 1870s in an effort to determine the motives that led people "to wander
so blindly" into the horrors of the First World War.
This book is a comprehensive guide to theories of International Relations (IR). Given the limitations of
a paradigm-based approach, it sheds light on eighteen theories and new theoretical perspectives in IR by
examining the work of key reference theorists. The chapters are all written to a common template. The
introductory section provides readers with a basic understanding of the theory’s genesis by locating it
within an intellectual tradition, paying particular attention to the historical and political context.
The second section elaborates on the theory as formulated by the selected reference theorist. After this
account of the theory’s core elements, the third section turns to theoretical variations, examining
conceptual subdivisions and overlaps, further developments and internal critique. The fourth section
scrutinizes the main criticisms emanating from other theoretical perspectives and highlights points of
contact with recent research in IR. The fifth and final section consists of a bibliography carefully
compiled to aid students’ further learning. Encompassing a broad range of mainstream, traditional
theories as well as emerging and critical perspectives, this is an original and ground-breaking textbook
for students of International Relations. The German edition of the book won the "Geisteswissenschaften
International" Prize, collectively awarded by the Fritz Thyssen Foundation, the German Federal Foreign
Office and the German Publishers & Booksellers Association.
Between August 1918 and March 1919 the Spanish influenza spread worldwide, claiming over 25 million
lives - more people than perished in the fighting of the First World War. It proved fatal to at least a
half-million Americans. Yet, the Spanish flu pandemic is largely forgotten today. In this vivid
narrative, Alfred W. Crosby recounts the course of the pandemic during the panic-stricken months of 1918
and 1919, measures its impact on American society, and probes the curious loss of national memory of
this cataclysmic event. This 2003 edition includes a preface discussing the then recent outbreaks of
diseases, including the Asian flu and the SARS epidemic.
Cyber bullying has become more prevalent through the use of e-mail,instant messages, chat rooms, and
other digital messaging systems.It brings with it unique challenges. Cyber Bullying providesthe most
current and essential information on the nature andprevalence of this epidemic, providing educators,
parents,psychologists and policy-makers with critical prevention techniquesand strategies for
effectively addressing electronic bullying. Provides an empirically-based resource with up-todateinformation about the nature and prevalence of cyber bullyingthrough the use of email, instant
messages, chat rooms, and otherdigital messaging systems Examines the role of anonymity in electronic
bullying Includes feedback from focus groups and individual interviewswith students and parents Offers a
handy reference with practical strategies foreducators, parents, psychologists and policy makers
aboutprevention and intervention of cyber bullying
Gewalt im Griff
From Noose to Needle
The Oxford Handbook of Theological Ethics
Violence in Mental Health Settings
The Challenge of Fundamentalism
Racism and the Press
Social Movements And Culture

Many theories--from the routine to the bizarre--have been offered up to explain the crime decline of the 1990s. Was it record levels of
imprisonment? An abatement of the crack cocaine epidemic? More police using better tactics? Or even the effects of legalized
abortion? And what can we expect from crime rates in the future? Franklin E. Zimring here takes on the experts, and counters with
the first in-depth portrait of the decline and its true significance. The major lesson from the 1990s is that relatively superficial changes
in the character of urban life can be associated with up to 75% drops in the crime rate. Crime can drop even if there is no major
change in the population, the economy or the schools. Offering the most reliable data available, Zimring documents the decline as the
longest and largest since World War II. It ranges across both violent and non-violent offenses, all regions, and every demographic. All
Americans, whether they live in cities or suburbs, whether rich or poor, are safer today. Casting a critical and unerring eye on current
explanations, this book demonstrates that both long-standing theories of crime prevention and recently generated theories fall far short
of explaining the 1990s drop. A careful study of Canadian crime trends reveals that imprisonment and economic factors may not have
played the role in the U.S. crime drop that many have suggested. There was no magic bullet but instead a combination of factors
working in concert rather than a single cause that produced the decline. Further--and happily for future progress, it is clear that
declines in the crime rate do not require fundamental social or structural changes. Smaller shifts in policy can make large differences.
The significant reductions in crime rates, especially in New York, where crime dropped twice the national average, suggests that there
is room for other cities to repeat this astounding success. In this definitive look at the great American crime decline, Franklin E.
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Zimring finds no pat answers but evidence that even lower crime rates might be in store.
Facts, Frameworks, and Forecasts calls for rethinking the development of criminological theory. In her introduction, Joan McCord
argues that the field is ready for new approaches and that its progress depends on a sound factual base. Examining the discipline's
research design, methodology, and quantitative analysis efforts, the contributors identify significant advances in criminological theory.
This empirical orientation results in a balanced blend of information and speculation.This book contains a comprehensive review. The
first chapter describes biological conditions that have theoretical links with criminal behavior - ending with a discussion of how
biological and social conditions may interact to influence criminal behavior. Early chapters discuss general issues related to crime.
These are followed by expositions of theoretical orientations not typically found in criminological literature. The second half of the
book describes seven longitudinal studies in four countries. The authors interpret their data to expose biological, social, and
psychological factors they believe may influence criminal behavior.These contributors include: Guenther Knoblich and Roy King,
Daniel Glaser, Robert A. Rosellini and Robin L. Lashley, Robert J. Sampson, Ellen S. Cohn and Susan O. White, Joan McCord, L.
Rowell Huesmann and Leonard D. Eron, Robert Cairns and Beverly Cairns, Richard E. Tremblay, Patricia Cohen and Judith S.
Brook, David P. Farrington and David Magnussen, Britt af Klinteberg, and Hakan Stattin.Facts, Frameworks, and Forecasts addresses
the observation of noted criminologist Marvin Wolfgang that criminological theory had stagnated. This groundbreaking work,
available in paperback for the first time, is as relevant now as when first published. It should be read by all concerned with data-related
approaches to criminology.
Why did the Ottoman Empire enter the First World War in late October 1914, months after the war's devastations had become clear?
Were its leaders 'simple-minded,' 'below-average' individuals, as the doyen of Turkish diplomatic history has argued? Or, as others
have claimed, did the Ottomans enter the war because War Minister Enver Pasha, dictating Ottoman decisions, was in thrall to the
Germans and to his own expansionist dreams? Based on previously untapped Ottoman and European sources, Mustafa Aksakal's
dramatic study challenges this consensus. It demonstrates that responsibility went far beyond Enver, that the road to war was paved by
the demands of a politically interested public, and that the Ottoman leadership sought the German alliance as the only way out of a web
of international threats and domestic insecurities, opting for an escape whose catastrophic consequences for the empire and seismic
impact on the Middle East are felt even today.
Designed for use with adolescents and adults who have severe or multiple disabilities. Used to ascertain the approximate stage at which
the person is communicating.
Addictions
Rampage
The Decline of Bismarck's European Order
Gandhi and Group Conflict
The Ottoman Road to War in 1914
America's Forgotten Pandemic
Helping and Human Relations: Selection and training
First Published in 1995. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
In The Non-Aligned Movement: Genesis, Organization and Politics (1927-1992) Jürgen Dinkel examines the history of the NAM since the
interwar period as a special reaction of the “Global South” to changing global orders.
One of the best commentaries on Exodus ever to appear in English, now in paperback!
Annotation What are the practical and theoretical issues that concern and shape theological ethics? This handbook offers a guide to the
discipline. Written by an international group of 30 scholars, the book is aimed at all students and academics who want to explore more fully
essential topics in Christian ethics.
Facts, Frameworks, and Forecasts
Bullying in the Digital Age
State Formation
Anthropological Perspectives
Digital Transformation of Learning Organizations
Interpretations and Interests in Comparative Perspective
Human Security and World Disorder
Against the backdrop of one of the great transformations of our century, the sudden and unexpected fall of communism as a ruling system,
Charles Maier recounts the history and demise of East Germany. Dissolution is his poignant, analytically provocative account of the decline
and fall of the late German Democratic Republic. This book explains the powerful causes for the disintegration of German communism as it
constructs the complex history of the GDR. Maier looks at the turning points in East Germany's forty-year history and at the mix of coercion
and consent by which the regime functioned. He analyzes the GDR as it evolved from the purges of the 1950s to the peace movements and
emerging youth culture of the 1980s, and then turns his attention to charges of Stasi collaboration that surfaced after 1989. In the context of
describing the larger collapse of communism, Maier analyzes German elements that had counterparts throughout the Soviet bloc, including
its systemic and eventually terminal economic crisis, corruption and privilege in the SED, the influence of the Stasi and the plight of
intellectuals and writers, and the slow loss of confidence on the part of the ruling elite. He then discusses the mass protests and proliferation
of dissident groups in 1989, the collapse of the ruling party, and the troubled aftermath of unification. Dissolution is the first book that spans
the communist collapse and the ensuing process of unification, and that draws on newly available archival documents from the last phases of
the GDR, including Stasi reports, transcripts of Politburo and Central Committee debates, and papers from the Economic Planning
Commission, the Council of Ministers, and the office files of key party officials. This book is further bolstered by Maier's extensive knowledge
of European history and the Cold War, his personal observations and conversations with East Germans during the country's dramatic
transition, and memoirs and other eyewitness accounts published during the four-decade history of the GDR.
This book deals with the rules that are in force in Europe for juvenile offenders. The aim of the rules is to uphold the rights and safety of
juvenile offenders subject to sanctions or measures and to promote their physical, mental and social well-being when subject to community
sanctions or measures, or any form of deprivation of liberty. It is based on Recommendation Rec(2008)11 of the Committee of Ministers of
the Council of Europe on the European Rules for juvenile offenders subject to sanctions or measures, which was adopted on 5 November
2008. The first part of the book contains the text of the recommendation and is followed by a commentary which explains in finer detail the
rules and the points raised by the text. The final section provides an analysis of the national replies to a questionnaire related to the treatment
of juvenile offenders. This work will be of interest to human rights scholars, researchers and students of law, criminology and international
relations.
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On writing the history of "Shinto" / Mark Teeuwen -- Shinto spaces and shinbutsu interaction in the Noh / Dunja Jelesijevec -- Introducing the
faith of Shinsh?ky? / Masanori Yoshimura.
Despite improvements in service delivery, patient violence remains a major problem at mental health facilities. Focusing equally on causes,
management, and prevention, this groundbreaking book thoroughly examines this crucial topic. The book reviews the latest theories of
violence, proven prevention strategies, and examples of positive organizational change. The material is illustrated with graphs and clinical
case examples, and coverage spans the range from patient rights to zero-tolerance.
The Age of Constantine and Julian
The Non-Aligned Movement: Genesis, Organization and Politics (1927-1992)
Germany and the Modern World, 1880–1914
Standards in Education
The Ottoman Empire and the First World War
Children's Experiences of Domestic Violence and Refuge Life
The Great American Crime Decline
Re-assesses Germany's relationship with the wider world before 1914 by examining the connections between
nationalism, transnationalism, imperialism and globalization.
Modern political systems have been the products of liberal democracy, Marxism, or fascism. Dugin asserts
a fourth ideology is needed to sift through the debris of the first three to look for elements that
might be useful, but that remains innovative and unique in itself.
The state has recently been rediscovered as an object of inquiry by a broad range of scholars.
Reflecting the new vitality of the field of political anthropology, States of Imagination draws together
the best of this recent critical thinking to explore the postcolonial state. Contributors focus on a
variety of locations from Guatemala, Pakistan, and Peru to India and Ecuador; they study what the state
looks like to those seeing it from the vantage points of rural schools, police departments, small
villages, and the inside of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission. Focusing on the micropolitics of
everyday state-making, the contributors examine the mythologies, paradoxes, and inconsistencies of the
state through ethnographies of diverse postcolonial practices. They show how the authority of the state
is constantly challenged from the local as well as the global and how growing demands to confer rights
and recognition to ever more citizens, organizations, and institutions reveal a persistent myth of the
state as a source of social order and an embodiment of popular sovereignty. Demonstrating the
indispensable value of ethnographic work on the practices and the symbols of the state, States of
Imagination showcases a range of studies and methods to provide insight into the diverse forms of the
postcolonial state as an arena of both political and cultural struggle. This collection will interest
students and scholars of anthropology, cultural studies, sociology, political science, and history.
Contributors. Lars Buur, Mitchell Dean, Akhil Gupta, Thomas Blom Hansen, Steffen Jensen, Aletta J.
Norval, David Nugent, Sarah Radcliffe, Rachel Sieder, Finn Stepputat, Martijn van Beek, Oskar Verkaaik,
Fiona Wilson
Nordic Issues and Dilemmas
International Handbook of Violence Research
Strategies for Intentional and Unintentional Communicators
The Culture of Conflict
'It Hurts Me Too'
Concepts and Strategies for Treatment
The Fourth Political Theory
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